
10 Little Known Stories and Fascinating Facts
from America's Most Historic Racing City
Sports
The Birth of America's Historic Racing City

Did you know that America's most historic racing city is none other than
Indianapolis? While many sports fans are aware of the Indianapolis 500, there
are several little-known stories and fascinating facts that make this city truly
remarkable in the world of racing. So buckle up and get ready to delve into the
rich history and intriguing tales of America's racing capital!

The Forgotten Female Champion

Alt attribute: Female race car driver winning a race

A little-known fact is that one of the most successful race car drivers in early 20th-
century America was a woman named Janet Guthrie. In 1977, she became the
first woman to qualify and compete in the Indianapolis 500, paving the way for
future female drivers. Guthrie's achievements challenged gender stereotypes and
proved that women can excel in the male-dominated world of racing.
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The Iconic Brickyard

Alt attribute: Brickyard Racetrack Indianapolis

One of the most famous landmarks in Indianapolis is the Indianapolis Motor
Speedway, affectionately known as the "Brickyard." The Brickyard initially
consisted of over 3 million paving bricks, which were gradually replaced with
asphalt. However, a strip of bricks remains at the start/finish line, paying homage
to the history of this iconic racetrack.

A Race for All Ages

Alt attribute: Diverse group of racing fans

Despite the perception that racing is mainly for adrenaline-seeking young adults,
the Indianapolis 500 attracts fans from all age groups. From toddlers to senior
citizens, racing enthusiasts turn out in droves to witness this thrilling event. This
unique mix of generations creates an electric atmosphere that adds to the allure
of America's most historic racing city.

An Unforgettable Pace Car

Alt attribute: Chevrolet Corvette Pace Car at the Indianapolis 500

Each year, a different pace car is chosen to lead the Indianapolis 500 field. In
1978, Chevrolet made a bold and daring choice by selecting the Chevrolet
Corvette as the official pace car. This decision was a significant departure from
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the tradition of using luxury sedans, but it quickly became an iconic moment in
racing history. The Corvette's sleek design and powerful performance perfectly
symbolized the spirit of the race.

A Controversial Finish

Alt attribute: Racing drivers battling for the lead

In 1981, the Indianapolis 500 witnessed one of the most controversial finishes in
its history. During the closing laps of the race, Bobby Unser was declared the
winner, only to be penalized later for an illegal pass under caution. This penalty
handed the victory to Mario Andretti. The decision sparked intense debates and
even legal battles, making it a memorable moment that still ignites discussions
among racing fans today.

Another Racing Series Calls Indianapolis Home

Alt attribute: United States Grand Prix racing car

While the Indianapolis 500 is the crown jewel of American racing, another
prestigious racing series also calls Indianapolis home. The United States Grand
Prix, part of Formula 1 racing, took place at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway
from 2000 to 2007. This event attracted global attention and brought an
international flavor to the racing scene in America's most historic racing city.

A Race of Unprecedented Dominance

Alt attribute: Racing team celebrating victory

In 1964, A.J. Foyt achieved a remarkable feat by winning the Indianapolis 500.
What makes his victory truly astonishing is the fact that he led for an incredible
146 out of the 200 laps, dominating the race from start to finish. Foyt's incredible



performance etched his name in racing history and solidified his status as one of
the greatest drivers of all time.

The Miraculous Survival of Scott Brayton

Alt attribute: Scott Brayton's race car after a serious accident

During the 1996 Indianapolis 500 practice sessions, professional driver Scott
Brayton experienced a terrifying crash that left his car completely destroyed.
Miraculously, he not only survived the accident but also managed to crawl out of
the wreckage unscathed. Brayton's incredible escape stands as a testament to
the importance of safety measures in the world of racing.

An Unbeatable Record

Alt attribute: Race car speedometer showing high speed

In 1990, Arie Luyendyk set a blistering record in the Indianapolis 500. He
completed a lap at an astounding average speed of 236.986 mph, a feat that still
stands as the fastest lap in the history of the race. Luyendyk's record showcases
the lightning-fast capabilities of modern race cars and stands as a testament to
the ever-evolving nature of the sport.

Racing Legends and Icons

Alt attribute: Portraits of famous race car drivers displayed at the Indianapolis
Museum

In the world of racing, no discussion about America's most historic racing city
would be complete without mentioning the legendary drivers who have left an
indelible mark on the sport. From names like A.J. Foyt and Mario Andretti to
modern-day icons like Roger Penske and Dale Earnhardt Jr., these individuals



have become synonymous with the racing culture in Indianapolis. Their legacies
continue to inspire future generations of drivers and fans alike.

So, whether you're an avid racing enthusiast or just intrigued by the history and
excitement of the sport, Indianapolis offers a treasure trove of little-known stories
and fascinating facts that will leave you amazed. Explore this iconic racing city
and immerse yourself in the rich tapestry of tales that have unfolded on the tracks
of America's most historic racing city!
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Celebrate a century and a half of horse racing in Saratoga Springs with stories of
the events, horse and people who have made its summers so special.

Since the inaugural meeting of August 1863, Saratoga Springs is home to one of
the oldest sports venues in the country and has been the scene of memorable
races, often featuring legends of the sport. Although some of the epic moments
are still familiar today, such as Upset’s defeat of Man o’ War in the 1919 Sanford
Memorial, many of the triumphs and defeats that were once famous have been
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forgotten. Few remember the filly Los Angeles, who thrived at Saratoga, winning
sixteen stakes races, or the influential, sometimes suspicious, reasons why the
track was closed three times for a total of six years. Authors Allan Carter and
Mike Kane take a look back at these and other important but neglected stories
and present statistics from the pre-NYRA years and a rundown of the greatest
fields assembled at America’s oldest track.

“As the subtitle promises, the book consists of unexpected tales regarding
Saratoga people, horses, and happenings--things that even certain racing
historians had no previous clue about. Kane and Carter are uniquely well-
equipped to guide readers down this curious road less traveled.” —Mary Simon,
Daily Racing Forum
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